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County of Peterborough - County Road 18 Bridgenorth
Causeway Link (Bridgenorth Bypass)
1.0 Introduction
This Cultural Heritage Assessment report contains an assessment of cultural heritage resources
required as part of the Environmental Assessment (EA) process for the proposed Bridgenorth
Bypass in the Township of Selwyn, County of Peterborough. As part of the review process, this
report will be submitted to the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport for review and comment.
Subsequently, after receiving comments, the report was updated.

Map A –
Location Map –
Bridgenorth
N.T.S. (Google
Maps, 2017)

The Study Area is located north-west of the City of Peterborough and includes Bridgenorth, a
community located on the shores of Chemong Lake.
The bypass alignment extends from a new roundabout at Ward Street and the entry to the
James A. Gifford Causeway that extends across Chemong Lake. The alignment runs
southeasterly for a distance and then curves to link with a new connection at Chemong Road(County Road 18). The preferred intersection alternative for this southern connection is a
4
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roundabout. In addition to the bypass, there are proposed trail and road linkages connecting
Seventh Line to the bypass and Gore Street in Bridgenorth.
The alignment was approved in an earlier EA study which involved a Stage 1 archaeological
study completed in 1993. At that time there was no separate Cultural Heritage Assessment
undertaken of the affected lands.
This Cultural Heritage Assessment was undertaken by Wendy Shearer, Landscape Architect and
Cultural Heritage Specialist and Susan Reise, Landscape Architect. Wendy Shearer is a Full
Member of the Canadian Association of Heritage Professionals (CAHP).
The purpose of this report is to describe the properties within the Study Area,the context in a
general overview and identify those properties that have heritage value, based on the
application of Ontario Regulation 9/06 of the Ontario Heritage Act. This evaluation identifies
the heritage attributes that embody physical or design, historical or associative, or contextual
values. The report also considers any potential impact of the bypass undertaking on the
identified heritage attributes and describes the mitigation strategies that may be considered to
lessen these impacts.
In summary, the approved by-pass does not require destruction or loss of any structures. It has
only indirect impact on the cultural landscape setting of the area. The mitigation strategy of
avoidance was already integrated in the approved alignment.

View north from the Fifth
Line towards the Study Area
(Photo 1)
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1.1 Municipal Heritage Recognition
The Municipality of the Township of Selwyn staff was contacted as part of the Cultural Heritage
Assessment to determine if the community has already identified properties of heritage
interest within the Study Area or context. At the present time, the Township does not have an
adopted Heritage Registry. The current draft registry does not have any properties listed in the
Bridgenorth area nor are there any properties designated under Part 4 of the Ontario Heritage
Act in the Bridgenorth area of the preferred alignment.

1.2 Archaeology
An earlier archaeological report was undertaken by York North Archaeological Services in 1993.
This report identified 2 large areas that have high potential for archaeological resources. These
areas are within the affected area of the Bridgenorth Bypass and require Stage 2 investigation
by a registered archaeologist. Additional work and research into the indigenous peoples’
occupation and use of the area will form part of the subsequent planning for the undertaking.
The 1993 archaeological report did not include any information about the pre-settlement
indigenous peoples who occupied or used the Study Area. It did list several artifacts that had
been discovered in the area. This Cultural Heritage Assessment report includes a description of
the later settlement history of the Study Area beginning in the early 19th century and does not
include any research into the indigenous history of the area that preceded this development.

2.0 Relevant Definitions
Within the current legislation and policies in use in the heritage field, there are several
definitions used in Cultural Heritage assessment that assist in understanding the heritage
resources that are under consideration. In general, heritage resources may be categorized as
Built Heritage, Cultural Heritage Landscapes and Archaeological Resources.
Built Heritage resources are defined in the Ontario Provincial Policy Statement 2014:
Built heritage resources: a building structure, monument, installation or any
manufactured remnant that contributes to a property’s cultural heritage value or
interest as identified by a community, including an Aboriginal community.
Cultural Heritage Landscapes are properties with a defined geographical boundary with cultural
heritage significance that reveals evidence of modification by human activity and that is valued
by a community. There are 3 different types of cultural heritage landscapes: designed, evolved
and associative. Within the evolved cultural landscape type there are two categories: relict,
where the evolutionary use has ended, or continuing where the evolutionary process is still in
progress and the resulting cultural landscape exhibits significant material evidence of its
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evolution over time (Cultural Heritage Landscapes Bulletin issued by the Ontario Heritage Trust
HIS-020. Revised Nov. 2012).
Cultural heritage landscapes: a defined geographical area that may have been modified
by human activity and is identified as having cultural heritage value or interest by a
community, including an Aboriginal community. The area may involve features such as
structures, spaces, archaeological sites or natural elements that are valued together for
their interrelationship, meaning or association (Ontario PPS 2014).
Heritage resources may also include archaeological resources.
Archaeological resources: include artifacts, archaeological sites, and marine
archaeological sites as defined under the Ontario Heritage Act. The identification and
evaluation of such resources are based upon archaeological fieldwork undertaken in
accordance with the Ontario Heritage Act (Ontario PPS 2014).
For the purposes of this Study, the focus of work is on the Built and Cultural Landscape
Resources and the identification and evaluation of the archaeology of the Study Area is the
responsibility of the relevant archaeology specialist.
Heritage value may be defined by using Ont. Reg. 9/06 of the Ontario Heritage Act to determine
heritage value or interest. There are 3 broad categories to be considered: Design or Physical
Value, Historical or Associative Value, or Contextual Value.
Heritage attributes are the physical resources that are evidence of significant past activity.
Heritage attributes: the principal features or elements that contribute to a protected
heritage property’s cultural value or interest, and may include the property’s built or
manufactured elements, as well as natural landforms, vegetation, water features and its
visual setting, including significant views or vistas to or from a protected heritage
property (Ontario PPS 2014).
The term “significance” is an important evaluation consideration that is made about heritage
resources in addition to heritage value and integrity.
If significance is determined, Section 2.6.1 of the PPS 2014 clearly states that “significant built
heritage resources and significant cultural heritage landscape shall be conserved.”
Significance is defined in the PPS 2014 as follows:
In regard to cultural heritage and archaeology, resources that have been determined to
have cultural heritage value or interest for the important contribution they make to our
understanding of the history of a place, an event, or a people.
The evaluation of significance of the heritage resources may also include consideration of the
integrity of the property: the degree to which it is intact and the original form, materials and
7
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use remain generally unchanged. Integrity is not the same consideration as “condition”, which
is a measure of the repair of the property and which may typically be reversed through
maintenance activities.
The Ontario Provincial Tool Kit 2005 Heritage Property Evaluation describes integrity as follows:
“Integrity is a question of whether the surviving physical features (heritage attributes) continue
to represent or support the cultural heritage value or interest of the property”.

View east of the farmstead
core of the south half of Lot
9 from Chemong Road at
the edge of the Study Area
(Photo 2)

3.0 Study Process
The 2005 Ontario Heritage Tool Kit provides guidance on evaluating cultural heritage resources
including built, cultural landscape and archaeological resources. This guidance involves a
multiphase process that includes historical research into the settlement history of the
properties in order to identify historical or associative heritage values. It also includes field
work to identify on the ground evidence of the design, physical or contextual heritage values
using Ont. Reg. 9/06 of the Ontario Heritage Act as an evaluation guide.
The following phases of work guide the preparation of this Cultural Heritage Assessment report:
1. Historical Research, Site Analysis and Evaluation
This section provides a chronology of the settlement history of the Study Area and
context, and the overall visual character of the area, and contains a description of the
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cultural heritage resources that have heritage value that have been verified through
field work.
2. Identification of the Significance and Heritage Attributes of the Cultural Heritage
Resource
This section focuses on those properties that have heritage value and lists the attributes
that embody these values. The summary of this evaluation is a Statement of Cultural
Heritage Value.
3. Description of the Proposed Development or Site Alteration
This section describes the proposed undertaking.
4. Measurement of Development or Site Alteration Impact
This section identifies any impacts, whether short or long term that may affect
properties of cultural heritage value.
5. Consideration of Alternatives, Mitigation and Conservation Methods
This task involves preparing a schedule and reporting structure for implementing a
range of possible mitigation measures that will conserve the identified cultural heritage
resources.
6. Summary of Findings and Conservation Recommendations
This section summarizes the resources of heritage value, notes the potential impact on
them by the proposed undertaking and recommends how these impacts may be
lessened and the heritage resources conserved.

4.0 Description of the Study Area and Context
The Study Area is located approximately 10km north-west of the City of Peterborough in the
County of Peterborough (refer to Map B). The area includes the settlement of Bridgenorth
which is the located at the end of the James A. Gifford Causeway that crosses Chemong Lake.
This causeway replaced an earlier structure first built in the 1860’s, the longest floating bridge
in the country that linked Bridgenorth to Ennismore on the north shore of the lake. Further
north of the lake is the Trent Severn Waterway, a 386 km long water route initially started in
1833 and opened in 1920. This National Historic Site connects Georgian Bay to Lake Ontario.
The waterway is a now a key part of the recreational activities in the County that attract visitors
from outside the region and who visit or travel through the Study Area.
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Map B - Study Area and Context- County Road 18 Bridgenorth Causeway Link (Bridgenorth
Bypass) August 10, 2017 (BT Engineering)

The Study Area is centred on the approved bypass alignment and extends from the
southeastern edge of the roundabout at Ward Street in the north to Chemong Road in the
10
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south. The alignment generally curves along the eastern edge of agricultural lands and crosses
through sections of wooded wetland areas before connecting with Chemong Road at a
roundabout. The southern limit of the Study Area is the southern boundary of the north half of
Lot 9, former Smith Township.

View east from
Chemong Road
across farmland
within the Study
Area (Photo 23)

The western boundary of the Study Area is Chemong Road and the eastern boundary is the
B.E.L. Rotary Trail on the unopened road allowance running between the end of Brumwell Road
and Hilliard Road at Fifth Line. It also includes a section of Seventh Line where a potential trail
and road link is being considered that will connect with the bypass and Gore Street.
The context of this Study Area includes a wider area that includes the settlement areas of
Bridgenorth and Chemong Park. These areas are included in order to understand the
settlement history of the area and the economic forces that resulted in the cultural heritage
landscape that is visible today.
The Study Area is located in what was originally known as Smith Township. Various
amalgamations have taken place in recent years with name changes to Smith-Ennismore,
adding Lakefield in 2001 and most recently in 2013 changing to the Township of Selwyn. The
township remains a mostly rural area with a long history of logging beginning in the early 19th
century and agriculture also beginning in the 19th century and continuing into the present.
According to local historian Helen Willcox, in addition to these activities, the area has been a
destination for sport fishing and boating enthusiasts from the US and Canada since the 1860’s.
Recreational activities centred on Chemong Lake attract seasonal residents as well as visitors
and have added to the economic base of the area. Evidence of these past activities is still
11
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visible in the rural landscape, the Chemong Park community and in the road and village street
layout.
The proposed alignment crosses or abuts several properties. These are generally located on
Lots 9, 10, 11 and 12 Fifth Line, in former Smith Township. The north end of the new bypass
will connect to the proposed roundabout at Ward Street and provide direct access across the
causeway (refer to Map C).

View east from
Chemong Road
of the defined
edge of woods
along a
cultivated field
(Photo 4)
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Map C – Proposed Alignment of Bridgenorth Bypass (County Road 18 Bridgenorth Causeway
Link) August 10, 2017 (BT Engineering)
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Within the Study Area there are a variety of land uses including active farms, rural residential
properties, commercial businesses on Chemong Road and the north end of Ward Street, and
single family residential subdivisions. These date from various periods of development around
Bridgenorth. New residential development, along East Communication Road, began in the
latter half of the twentieth century.

4.1 Physiographic conditions
The Study Area is located in an area with evidence of glacial meltwater activity in the formation
of esker ridges made up of well sorted beds of sand and gravel, gently rolling plains of fertile
soil overlaying the bedrock geology of the Verulam Formation of limestone and calcareous
shales (YNAS: 1993). The underlying geology of the area has supported aggregate extraction
activities.
Several watercourses cross the Study Area and are part of an extensive wetland complex that
drains to Snelgrove Brook/Miller Creek. The native vegetation cover varies across the Study
Area from hardwood species on the ridges to species that thrive in wetter conditions. The
agricultural landscape contains vegetated fencerows, groupings of trees of native and nonnative species and mature specimen trees at the farmstead core.

View southeast
from Chemong
Road to distant
woods on the
horizon. Open
agricultural lands
are accented with
mature specimen
trees along field
boundaries (Photo
8)
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There is a large ridge that runs through the area providing a varied topography and forming the
basis for scenic views along Chemong Road (County Road 18).
There is approximately a 30m change in overall elevation between the lakeshore and the
southern edge of Bridgenorth. The land rises gradually with flatter terraces providing suitable
locations for buildings and streets. Views of the lake are available at several locations. The
natural environment created by glaciation and climate, has created a foundation supporting
various cultural activities such as logging, agriculture and recreation, that are reflected in the
heritage attributes of the landscape.

View south on
Chemong Road of
curve and wooded
ridge (Photo 12)

5.0 Historical Research
5.1 Historical surveys
The first survey of the former Smith Township was completed in 1818 by Samuel Wilmot. This
facilitated the creation of lots and sale from the Crown of 200 acre parcels that began in the
years following. The early owners were settlers who had come to the area initially from
England, Scotland or the northeastern US, or alternatively had found areas closer to Lake
Ontario either unsuitable for farming or too expensive.
The 1875 survey plan of the County of Peterborough shows the orderly layout of lots running in
a grid pattern generally in a north-south and east-west alignment with concessions and
sideroads providing uniformly spaced road access to the lots. The lots are generally narrower in
their frontages and longer in the north-south direction running from sideroad to sideroad. In
15
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comparison to this pattern is a unique alignment running from Peterborough on the Otonabee
River to Chemong Lake. The contrast in geometry consists of 2 rows of blocks running at a
different angle for the entire distance following an early portage route. The proposed bypass
alternative is found within Lots 9-12 Fifth Line of this alignment. These blocks have wider
frontages than the surrounding survey pattern. These lots front on the north-south roads
whereas the survey grid of the remainder of the county has lots fronting on the east-west
roads.
The 1875 plan also indicates a floating bridge at the same location as the current causeway and
some development within the settlement of Bridgenorth including a church and a post office.

Map D – Context - Lot Patterns – 1875
1825-1875)

(Illustrated Historical Atlas Peterborough County,

Over time some of the street and road names have changed. What is currently named
Chemong Road (County Road 18) was formerly known as Communication Road linking
Peterborough with Chemong Lake. The northern leg of this road past Ward Street retains the
earlier name. East Communication Road continues at the eastern edge of Bridgenorth and
connects Ward Street with Seventh Line. Chemong Road has also been known as Portage Road
16
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in the past since it follows a First Nation portage road linking Chemong Lake with Little Lake in
Peterborough (Willcox p.18).
Several original land owners have lent their names to the nearby features. Brumwell Road is
named after Jacob Brumwell who owned a lumber mill at the lakeshore in Bridgenorth. Ward
Street is named after Thomas Ward the early owner and subdivider of Lot 12.

Map E – Affected Lots including Bridgenorth and Chemong Park 2017 - County of Peterborough
Web – GIS, 2017, http://www.ptbocounty.ca/en/living/maps.aspx)
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Map F - Bridgenorth – 1854 (Willcox, Helen Rutherford; Bridgenorth The Centre of the
Universe. 1997)

The northern edge of Bridgenorth indicated on this early survey ends at Gore Street. The grid
layout of the village is interrupted by Ward Street that connects Communications Road
(Chemong Road) in the west with lands east of the village. Ward Street runs parallel to the
lakeshore.
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Map H – Bridgenorth – 1920s (Willcox, Helen Rutherford; Bridgenorth The Centre of the
Universe. 1997, page 20) (note north is to the left)

This later map of Bridgenorth shows the location of the causeway at Bridge Street and several
property owners’ names of the lands along Ward Street north of Gore Street. The plan
indicates the former site of Kelly’s lumber mill and a grist mill on the lakeshore.
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Map I - Bridgenorth – 1997 (Willcox, Helen Rutherford: Bridgenorth The Centre of the Universe.
1997, page iv)

By 1997 the historic core area of Bridgenorth was surrounded by several subdivisions of new
residential development. East Communications Road connects Ward Street and Seventh Line.
The area along Gore Street and Charles contains the school and churches.
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5.2 Chemong Park
Within the Study Area context is a unique recreational development, Chemong Park. Since it
was first created in 1893, the development has attracted residents to the area to enjoy the
lakeside location. Willcox describes Chemong Park as the first planned recreational subdivision
in Ontario. The original plan of 1888 showed 73 lots for cottages. By 1894 an additional plan
was developed adding another 60 lots and a further 35 lots were added in 1917 (Willcox: 1986).
The layout of the Park was deliberately planned so that the residents could enjoy the
restorative power of fresh air, and water based recreational activities and enjoy social events
with people seeking a retreat from city life. In addition to the lots laid out along a system of
organically aligned driveways, there was a large Park Reserve open space for social and
recreational activities, a government wharf for those who arrived by lake steamer, a hotel and
dance pavilion. The lot layout included a 5m right-of-way located between every 8-9 cottages
linking the road to the lake. Before the turn of the 20th century, residents arrived on foot from
the railway terminus located 5km further east along the lake, by boat or by horse and buggy.
Many early residents were from the Peterborough area but over time the Park attracted
owners from the US and further afield in Ontario.
The summer life in Chemong Park revolved around a wide variety of recreational and social
activities, sport fishing, boating regattas, canoeing, swimming, dancing, and baseball. Skating
on the lake and tobogganing were popular in the winter. The community of Chemong Park has
at various times seen itself as a self-contained enclave separate from Bridgenorth. However
most of the residents in the Park were supported by services provided by Bridgenorth
residents. As a result the two communities have in recent decades seen a closer connection
between them.
Chemong Park is an important part of the context of the Bridgenorth bypass. It is accessed by
visitors arriving via Chemong Road which is within the Study Area. It embodies the recreation
base of tourism that along with lumbering and agriculture has been part of the economic
history of the area beginning in the nineteenth century.
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Map J - Chemong Park – 1898 (Willcox, Helen Rutherford. Chemong Park Story. 1986, page 2)

The organic roadway pattern, the park reserve open space and the wooded setting of the
cottage lots remain today.

5.3 Bridgenorth
The growth of Bridgenorth has happened incrementally over time as the economic conditions
of the region have slowed or prospered. From the earliest period in the early nineteenth
century this location was the site with the preferred crossing point of Chemong Lake. The
creation of the dam works for the Trent Severn waterway raised the water level in the lake and
made the seasonal fluctuation between almost dry in the summer to high water in the spring
disappear. The resulting constant level accommodated a ferry crossing for a time that was later
replaced by 1870 with a wooden floating bridge. The floating bridge was later replaced with a
permanent causeway with a lift bridge section to accommodate boat traffic on the lake.
A number of lumber mills were located on the lakeshore that produced shingles and finished
lumber. As well the settlement provided the services required by a thriving agricultural
22
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industry. A grist mill was located on the lakeshore and the settlement grew to include several
stores, blacksmith shops, hotels, taverns, a butcher shop, dairy and later community amenities,
a town hall, a post office, a school after the 1871 public education act of Edgerton Ryerson, a
fire hall and 2 churches. Until there was a church in Bridgenorth, people travelled along
Chemong Road to the Gilmore Memorial Church located south of Fifth Line.
Chemong Road was from the early days an important road supporting the Bridgenorth
community. It was the key route by which agricultural products were hauled to Peterborough
and distant markets and later the connection used to access the lake and its recreational
activities.
The maps from different periods show an expansion in the street layout in Bridgenorth to
accommodate a growing population. The changes are evident in the visual character of the
settlement especially along Ward Street. The south-westerly section of Ward Street is lined
with late nineteenth century residences with landscaped yards. This type of development also
occurs on the side streets on either side of the section of Ward Street.
Continuing along Ward Street to the north several of the residences have been converted to
commercial uses adding signage and parking to the streetscape. The north section of Ward
Street is made up of recent commercial development with large parking areas and pylon signs
as part of the street view.

View of the
current
commercial
parking lot exit
leading to
Ward Street
and the
causeway
access and the
location of the
new northern
roundabout
(Photo 15)
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Residential development has continued to occur primarily in the latter half of the twentieth
century resulting in more recent subdivision lots added to the area along East Communication
Road.
There is an existing farmstead with farmhouse, barns and a farm lane located on the south side
of Charles Street. The built up area of Bridgenorth is clearly defined by the abutting cultivated
fields. This proximity allows long views to the south across the fields toward the wooded ridge
at Chemong Road.
The lakeshore currently has a marina beside the causeway where the Kelly lumber mill was
originally located and where at various times there have been docks for steamboats and later
floatplanes.
The community has several open space parks, Lions’ Park is a rehabilitated aggregate pit
located on Chemong Road at the entry into Bridgenorth and Heritage Park with a bandstand is
located on the southern end of Ward Street. Additional recent beautification works are part of
the streetscape at the north end.
The history of Bridgenorth and its surrounding agricultural lands can be followed through the
names of the owners of business and residences. Several of the affected farm lots were owned
by early families that have become intertwined through marriage and have remained on the
land for long periods of time. Their contributions to the community can be found in the street
names, such as Ward Street and Brumwell Road.

The south end of
Ward Street is lined
with late nineteenth
century residences
(Photo 21)
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5.4 Lots 9-12 Fifth Line
The approved alignment crosses through several rural lots that are associated with the original
nineteenth century survey and farming activities. These include Lot 9 East North section, Lot 9
West North section, Lot 10 East North and South section, Lot 10 West south section, Lot 11 East
North and South sections, and Lot 12. (Shown on Map E)
The historic surveys and the land registry records up to the late 1960’s show a similar pattern in
ownership in each of the lots affected by the bypass. The initial sale from the Crown in the
early 1800’s typically consisted of 200 acres sold to a single owner who kept the land for a
number of years before subdividing it into smaller lots. By 1886 a newspaper account
described the area as “fertile farms with waving fields of thrifty oats and spring wheat, rank
with growing roots, the landscape broken here and there with patches of beautiful woodland
and clumps of shade trees” (Willcox 1986).
This landscape was created by logging, an early activity that took advantage of the white pine
and hardwood forests in the area and the lake for transportation. A major lumber mill was
located at the lakeshore in Bridgenorth operated by W.B. Kelly, one of the early property
owners in the Study Area.
Lot 9 Fifth Line is located at the southern end of the Study Area and on either side of Chemong
Road, Lot 9 West and Lot 9 East each consisting of 200 acres. Over the years the original Lot 9
East parcel was divided so that today it is made up of 2 parcels, a north half, and a south half.
The parcel that is impacted by the bypass alignment is the north half of Lot 9 East fronting on
Chemong Road and backing on to the unopened road allowance of Brumwell Road/Hilliard
Road, now the B.E.L. Rotary Trail.
The south half of Lot 9 East is outside the Study Area and abuts Fifth Line. Both halves of the lot
are actively farmed. Lot 9 West north half is on the west side of Chemong Road and contains a
former farm property. The farmhouse remains set within a well maintained landscaped setting.
The barn has been demolished leaving the foundation as a ruin. The surrounding fields show
evidence of cultivation and vegetation along field and property boundaries. This area is noted
as “Proposed Subdivision” on the Study Area and Context Plan Map B. The approved alignment
joins Chemong Road along the frontage of this lot.
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The current
B.E.L. Rotary
Bridgenorth
Trail follows the
Brumwell Road
and Hilliard
Road an
unopened road
allowance. A
small parking lot
and trail access
is located at the
end of
Brumwell Road.
(Photo 17)

Lot 10 Fifth Line similarly consists of north and south half parcels. The parcels that are affected
by the bypass alignment are located on the North and South Half of Lot 10 East. These lots
contain extensive wetland and wooded coverage in addition to highway commercial
development along the east side of Chemong Road. A former aggregate pit is located along the
eastern boundary and evidence of the haul road extends to Chemong Road.
The bypass crosses the properties on the east side of Chemong Road, through the wooded
lands and behind the commercial development that fronts on Chemong Road.
South Half of Lot 10 Fifth Line West fronts on Chemong Road and extends west to County Road
12. It contains an extensive wetland vegetation cover. The bypass connects to Chemong Road
at the east property line of this lot.
The original Lot 11 Fifth Line East now consists of 2 parcels that extend east from Chemong
Road to the unopened road allowance of Brumwell Road/Hilliard Road. The eastern lot
boundary aligns with East Communications Road. The land is actively farmed and has a wooded
area on the eastern side. The bypass skirts the eastern edge of the cultivated lands of Lot 11
East.
Lot 12 is a triangular configuration abutting the village lots and extending from frontage on
Ward Street to the north boundary of Lot 11. The eastern boundary abuts the subdivided
properties created in the late 1980’s along East Communication Road. Lot 12 is located on a
high ridge of land that slopes down to the lakeshore and the causeway. A large portion of Lot
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12 is cultivated fields. The core of the farm including the farmhouse and barn is accessed from
Charles Street. The bypass crosses the property on its eastern edge.
In summary, the approved alignment joins onto an existing major road, Chemong Road, and
crosses through several properties that contain wooded and wetland areas and actively
cultivated fields. The alignment is visible where it connects to Chemong Road in the south and
Ward Street in the north, in areas already occupied by non-heritage highway commercial
buildings. The majority of the alignment is located behind the farm buildings fronting on
Charles Street and Chemong Road. This location is a considerable distance from the viewpoints
that are found along these streets. This distance ensures that the farming operations that take
place in the middle and foreground of the views are uninterrupted.

6.0 Description and Evaluation of Resources
6.1 Overview of non-heritage resources
The Study Area consists of a variety of built and landscape resources added in many different
periods of development. None of the buildings and structures has been locally identified as
having potential heritage value
There are several buildings, structures and their associated landscape features that date from
late twentieth century subdivisions of land that have been identified as non-heritage resources.
These are found in several key areas within the Study Area where this more recent
development has been inventoried and found to not have heritage value.
One area is the highway commercial uses found along Chemong Road on former Lot 10. The
structures are recent commercial buildings with large signs, wide driveways and large parking
areas abutting them. Current uses include outdoor storage, flooring retail, auto repair and
upholstery shop and several small commercial and office uses. There are also several rural
residential properties located along Chemong Road north of the wetland area that were added
in the latter half of the twentieth century.
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View north along Chemong
Road of recent highway
commercial businesses
(Photo 14)

A second area of recent development that has been inventoried and found to be of nonheritage value consists of the modern residential properties built along East Communication
Road, Seventh Line and Brumwell Road. These lots consist of single family homes built on wellmaintained landscaped lots.

View north on East
Communication Road
terminates in the
distance at Chemong
Lake. The road has a
suburban cross section
with curbs and gutters
and a maintained
grass boulevard. A
sidewalk is located on
the west side (Photo
18)
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The north end of Ward Street also contains non-heritage resources. The intersection at Bridge
Street is the connection point where the bypass will cross Ward Street by means of a
roundabout. The lands abutting the roundabout on the south east side are currently occupied
by large commercial buildings, with large signs, flat roofs and large parking areas between the
storefront and Ward Street.
The street plan of the 1920’s does not show any development at this end of Ward Street on the
east side and notes the Telford name and barn on the west side. Bridge Street provides access
to the causeway. The McWilliams name is associated with the north-east corner outside the
Study Area.
The bypass alignment is located east of the highway commercial and non-heritage residential
development on Lots 9 and 10. It passes along the eastern edge of Lot 11 and Lot 12,
connecting to Ward Street at a roundabout. The bypass is located west of the new subdivision
that lines East Communication Road.

View north on Ward
Street of highway
commercial
development (Photo
20)

6.2 Inventory of Resources of Heritage Value
The resources of heritage value are found on several properties located on Lots 9-12 of the
former Smith Township. The consultant review confirmed that the individual farm structures
are representative of nineteenth century farm buildings, most altered over time to address
changing agricultural activities. Their key heritage value lies in the contribution that they make
to the cultural landscape in the pattern of their layout and function. The buildings and
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landscape features that are part of the cultural heritage are part of a continuing evolved
cultural heritage landscape based on agriculture.
The historical record of ownership for each of the lots, conveys heritage value to the properties
since each of the properties are part of the early nineteenth century survey and lot creation.
Many of the lots were owned by early figures who contributed to the settlement of the area.
Their names, such as Ward and Brumwell, remain associated with key community roads.

Lot 9 East

Map K - Lot 9 – 1875 (Illustrated Historical Atlas Peterborough County, 1825-1875)

Lot 9 East side of Chemong Road was surveyed and set up as a 200 acre parcel. This lot was
sold from the Crown to the first owner, Wait Wright Jr. in 1827. He subsequently sold it in
1831 to John Smith for 50 pounds. By 1856 the value of the lot when it was sold to Robert
Grant had increased to 500 pounds indicating the economic value of the land in cultivation.
The property was subdivided into 2 parcels, each of 100 acres in 1882 when the North Half was
sold to Andrew Grant. This property was sold again in 1917 to William Grant. The transaction
dates indicate that each owner retained the land for more than 25 years before reselling it.
The owner’s name on the 1875 plan is Andrew Grant for the North Half.
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View east from
Chemong Road along
the edge of the
commercial properties
into the wooded
wetland area (Photo 5)

View west of Lot 9 West
North Half from Chemong
Road to former farmland
identified as “Proposed
subdivision” on Study
Area and Context plan
(Photo 13)
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Lot 10 East

Map L – Lot 10 East Side – 1875 (Illustrated Historical Atlas Peterborough County, 1825-1875)

The 200 acre parcel of land that makes up Lot 10 East side was sold from the Crown to Joseph
Rosborough in 1828. Subsequently the two 100 acre parcels that make up the North and South
Halves of Lot 10 have been sold several times. One of the owners in the 1870’s is Geo. S.
Boulton who was the Registrar of Colborne District. His name as well as several others appears
on numerous transactions possibly indicating an interest in property speculation rather than
farming since Lot 10 is dominated by wooded wetlands along the drainage courses. Between
1865 and 1879 various parts of the Lot 10 were sold 17 times. The recorded owner on the 1875
plan is Henry Ball for the South Half and Martin Martyn for the North Half East side Lot 10.
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Lot 10 West

Map M – Lot 10 West Side – 1875 (Illustrated Historical Atlas Peterborough County, 18251875)

Lot 10 West side of Chemong Road has a similar history of multiple sale transactions beginning
with the first sale from the Crown of the 200 acre parcel. The land contained within Lot 10 is
covered with wooded wetland and not as suitable for cultivation as Lot 9 West side that abuts
it. The owners of the North and South Halves of Lot 10 West in 1875 are noted as William and
Thomas Milburn.

View heading north of wooded ridge
on the west side of Chemong Road,
Lot 10 West in the foreground (Photo
6)
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Lot 11 East

Map N-Lot 11 – 1875 (Illustrated Historical Atlas Peterborough County, 1825-1875)

View Southeast from
Chemong Road to
distant wooded wetland
area (Photo 9)
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All 200 acres of Lot 11 were sold in 1822 to Thomas Ward, an important community builder
credited with setting up the lotting pattern that created Bridgenorth and acknowledged in the
naming of the main street as Ward Street. Over the next several decades the original parcel
was divided into sections and the smaller parcels primarily of 100 acres were sold again to
many owners whose names were well known in the in the area during the nineteenth century.
Key figures were James Hall, William Northey, and Emanuel Mann. A portion of Lot 11 was
subdivided for the village plan in 1854. On the 1875 plan the owner’s name is James Mann and
there is an indication that a Post Office was located on Lot 12.

Lot 12

Map 0 - Lot 12 – 1875 (Illustrated Historical Atlas Peterborough County, 1825-1875)
By 1838 Thomas Ward listed for auction the holding as Lot 11 and 12, 400 acres consisting of
several half acre lots. Of the 120 lots only 31 were sold (Willcox 1986). The name on the 1875
plan indicates the name Jack Brumwell as the owner of Lot 12. This family name is associated
with Jacob Brumwell who operated a mill in Bridgenorth and who lived on the adjacent
property.
The land registry record for Lot 12 shows multiple sales until the 1980’s with many subdivisions
of lots into several smaller pieces.
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The subdivided properties were located primarily north of the main village core which was laid
out in 1824 extending from Chemong Road to Gore Street. By 1946, the village was extended
from Gore to Bridge Street and subsequently additional lands were developed in 1949, 1950,
1952, 1958, 1964, 1968, 1977, 1986 and 1988 (Willcox 1997).

View west at the corner of Seventh Line and East Communication Road where the road and trail
links are proposed (Photo 19) (Google Street View 2017)

7.0 Evaluation of Heritage Value and Heritage Attributes
Ontario Reg. 9/06 of the Ontario Heritage Act identifies 3 categories of potential heritage value:
physical or design, historical or associative or contextual.
An analysis of the history and current condition found in the Study Area on Lots 9-12 Fifth Line
has resulted in the following:

Design or Physical Value
The lands contained within Lots 9-12 currently contain several uses. However the dominant
pattern has been created by agriculture. There are several active farms, each generally
complete with a traditional set of farm components, a farmhouse, barns, outbuildings, a farm
lane connecting the farm core to Chemong Road or Charles Street, and surrounding fields in
cultivation and defined with fencerow vegetation of trees and shrubs marking both field and
property boundaries. The buildings are generally set a distance from the road except for the
most northerly farmhouse and barn located at the edge of Bridgenorth on Charles Street.
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View south from
Charles Street of the
farm located at the
settlement edge (Photo
10)

Many of the farm buildings have changed over time affecting the integrity of the original built
heritage resources. For example, more recently metal sided barns, silos and outbuildings have
been added.
The red brick farmhouse on Lot 9 and the frame farmhouses on Lot 11 and 12 date from the
late nineteenth century and likely replaced the early residences built on the cleared land as part
of the original purchase in the 1820’s. Despite changes in the buildings the layout pattern of
the farms has remained virtually unaltered and is visible from the public road. This traditional
layout of the farms has design value since it is a vernacular expression of a pattern that is
intended to support efficient agricultural operations, by providing a convenient link between
the farm lane, farm buildings, outbuildings, the fields and the road that connects the farm to
market.
Generally, the physical heritage value of individual buildings and structures has been lessened
as original buildings that suit a mixed farming model evolved to a model suited to the
production of different crops. Large timber barns and small individual fields have been
augmented with metal-sided barns and silos for the storage of equipment. Large fields have
been created from the earlier small fields to accommodate modern farm equipment. As well,
farmhouses have undergone renovations (although the exact details of the alterations cannot
be determined by means of the windshield survey conducted from the public road allowance).
In spite of these changes over time, the historic pattern of the layout of the farm and the
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placement of buildings in the core surrounded by cultivated fields remains evident. This
pattern is the heritage attribute that embodies the vernacular design value.

Historic views from
Chemong Road include
active agricultural lands
(Photo 3)

In addition to the agricultural foundation of the cultural heritage landscape there is a long
standing alignment of the rural road network that links the Study Area lots. Chemong Road
(County Road 18) follows the historic portage route linking the lake with the City of
Peterborough. As well a section of East Communication Road, Seventh Line, Brumwell Road
and the unopened road allowance link to Hilliard Road at Fifth Line were all laid out in the 1818
Wilmot survey and these roads remain key contributors to the design and physical heritage
value.

Description of Properties of Design or Physical Value
Lot 9 East: north half
(photo 3)

A farm property with a long farm lane connecting to Chemong
Road. It contains a one and a half storey red brick farmhouse with a
centre dormer on a side gable roof, accented by mature specimen
trees, a large timber barn and outbuilding, and surrounded by
cultivated fields. The setback of the farm buildings from Chemong
Road is considerable. The horizon is defined by dense vegetation.
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Lot 11 East: north
half
(Photo 7, 8, 9)

Lot 12
(Photo 10, 11)

A farm property with a farm lane set closer to Chemong Road as
compared to the previous 2 farms located to the south. It contains
a one and half storey frame farmhouse with an extensive enclosed
porch on 2 sides, surrounded by mature coniferous and deciduous
specimen trees, a timber barn, several metal-sided barns, a silo and
cultivated fields surrounding the farmstead core. The view from
Chemong Road across the fields terminates in dense vegetation at
the back of the fields. Locations of former fencerows are marked by
individual trees and shrubs.
A farm property with a short farm lane that connects to Charles
Street in Bridgenorth. It contains a large two storey frame
farmhouse with an open porch on 2 sides, shaded by mature
deciduous trees and a timber barn, outbuildings and silo. The view
across the fields from east of the farm core reveals remnants of
fencerows accented by trees.

Historical or Associative Value
The historic survey of 1818 laid out a pattern of 200 acre properties well suited to support
farming. Subsequent land divisions created new farms that continued the agricultural activities.
There remains evidence in the land ownership record of the original survey that adds historical
value to the area in the form of farm boundaries. As well, there are several names associated
with early owners of the land such Ward, Brumwell, Mann, Telford, Grant and Kelly that have
been recognized as prominent community members. This historical or associative value is not
tied to the physical evidence on the ground but is an intangible value reflected in the ownership
records that remains unaffected by subsequent change in lot sizes, owners or land uses.

Contextual Value
The agricultural lands found on Lots 9-12 contribute to the visual character of this part of the
Township of Selwyn and demonstrate the connection between soil, climate, and human
activities that have been a part of the economy since first surveyed. In addition to the active
cultivation activity there are large wetland areas or wooded areas on higher land that do not
support agriculture but contribute to the visual character and recreational attraction of the
area to visitors from outside the area.
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Summary of Properties and Heritage Values
Property
Lot 9 East: north half

Lot 9 West: north
half

Lot 10 East: south
half
Lot 10 East: north
half

Lot 10 West: north
and south half
Lot 11 East: north
half

Lot 11 East: south
half
Lot 12

Design/Physical
Value
Yes: vernacular farm
layout pattern,
farmhouse,
outbuildings, lane,
barns, cultivated
fields
No: former farm with
only farmhouse
remaining, barn
foundation ruins,
No: contains wooded
wetland vegetation
No: contains recent
rural residential lots
and highway
commercial uses
No: extensive
wooded area on
ridge (photo 12)
Yes: a vernacular
farm layout pattern,
farmhouse,
outbuildings, lane,
barns, cultivated
fields
No: contains no farm
buildings, only field
and wooded areas
Yes: a vernacular
farm layout pattern,
farmhouse,
outbuildings, lane,
barns, cultivated
fields

Historical Associative
Value
Yes: associated with
early land survey and
ownership by early
settlers who
established farms

Contextual Value

Yes: associated with
early land survey

No: identified as
Proposed Subdivision

Yes: associated with
early land survey
Yes: associated with
early land survey

No

Yes: associated with
early land survey

No

Yes: associated with
early land survey

Yes: contributes to
the agricultural
cultural landscape

Yes: associated with
early land survey

No

Yes: associated with
early land survey

Yes: contributes to
the agricultural
cultural landscape

Yes: contributes to
the agricultural
cultural landscape

No
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Heritage Attributes
The following attributes embody the heritage values described above. These attributes are the
remaining visible evidence that expresses the historical development patterns and activities,
creating the visual character of the area:
 Varied land form with gently undulating open areas, generally level wetland areas and
higher ridges that influence the layout and use of the lands for logging and recreation.
 The glacial influences that left an underlying geology, a fertile soil layer and a series of
ridges or eskers of sand and gravel that influenced the establishment and economic
prosperity based on agriculture.
 The alignment of the rural road grid that links the subject lots with the settlement area,
Chemong Lake and the wider region to the south and north.
 The alignment of Chemong Road along the early First Nation portage route.
 The layout of farm properties in a vernacular design pattern, with boundaries defined by
fencing or vegetated fencerows.
 The farmstead core areas with barns, outbuildings, farmhouses connected by a farm lane
to the public road.
 Individual and groupings of trees accenting the farm core and some fields.
 Views from the abutting roads into the area include:
o the open views from Chemong Road easterly across cultivated lands that terminate
at the distant edge of the wetland and wooded areas;
o the open views from several locations along the edge of Bridgenorth south across
agricultural lands to the distant ridge on the west side of Chemong Road;
o the view north-east from Chemong Road that terminates at the edge of the village
and contains the church steeple on the horizon; and
o the view south on Chemong Road leaving the village that terminates at the wooded
ridge at the curve.
The heritage attributes list contains several specific views. These views across the cultural
landscape are generally open and extensive with the foreground accented with individual trees,
or groupings of trees, and the distant horizon defined by woodland vegetation.

View southwest from Charles Street
towards Chemong Road (Photo 11)
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The bypass will be located beyond the trees on the horizon.

View east from
Chemong Road towards
Bridgenorth that
terminates on the
highpoint of land and
includes a view of the
distant church steeple
(Photo 7)

8.0 Description of the Bypass Alignment
The approved bypass has been aligned to connect Chemong Road (County Road 18) with the
James A. Gifford causeway. The selected route passes along the eastern edge of the
agricultural lands and through the wooded areas of Lot 9 and 11. It connects with a
roundabout at the north end of Ward Street and runs behind the western property lines of
properties fronting on East Communication Road. It connects with Chemong Road along the
frontages of Lot 10 West south half and Lot 9 West north half.
There is an alternative road and trail that will follow the alignment of Seventh Line westerly to
join with the bypass and Gore Street. This trail link will connect with an on-road section of the
multi-use trail that runs along the unopened road allowance on Brumwell Road/Hilliard Road
(refer to Map C).
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View east on Seventh Line
at the intersection with
Brumwell Road. The road
has a rural cross section
with narrow shoulders
and roadside ditches
(Photo 16)

The roundabout that is proposed at Chemong Road is located on lands adjacent to the
commercial properties that front onto Chemong Road. Adjacent to this location are the
wetlands connected to the Snelgrove Creek watercourse.

View south at
the edge of the
roundabout to
be located at
the Ward Street
intersection
(Photo 22)
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9.0 Description of Impacts and Mitigation Strategies
9.1 Impacts:
There will be an addition to the cultural landscape that makes up the Study Area with the
construction of the bypass, the southern roundabout and the trail and road link from Gore
Street to Seventh Line. The new roads will cross through several properties and connect to
rural roads that have been assessed as having heritage value. The evaluation of the impacts of
these changes considers removals or additions to the cultural landscape, the nature of the
impact, and the duration of the impact. In general, the alignment of the bypass has avoided
any direct impact on any heritage attributes of the cultural landscape and accommodates
continued farming operations that will sustain the agricultural use and layout of the land.
The bypass does not require the demolition of any non-heritage or heritage buildings, or
structures. It passes through the wooded areas in the south of Lot 9 and 10 and along the east
edge of the cultivated lands of Lot 11 and 12. This alignment avoids all structures and is located
at a considerable distance from the viewpoints along Chemong Road and Charles Street where
it will be glimpsed in the distance. As a result, it has only a minor and indirect impact on the
cultural landscape features identified as heritage attributes. The major roads, Chemong and
Ward Street, are unchanged and the extension of Seventh Line adds to the connectivity of the
historic road grid.
There are no direct impacts on the existing buildings or structures of heritage value that would
require removal. Areas that are currently wooded wetland will require vegetation removal for
road installation.
This undertaking will add a limited number of new features to the cultural landscape, in the
form of two roundabouts, and a trail and road connection to Seventh Line. The new roads will
involve short term impacts during construction and long term impacts once the road work is
complete. However since the new bypass is planned to be integrated in the cultural landscape
in such a way that the heritage attributes are avoided, the long term impact of the addition is
acceptable. The extent of the heritage resources is such that the alignment of the bypass,
located on the eastern edge of the farm properties fronting on Chemong Road, will not impact
them allowing the agricultural pattern of use to continue. Further, the views toward the new
road will remain unchanged since the road alignment is at a great distance from the public view
points along Chemong Road and Charles Street. The foreground and middleground of the view
will be unchanged and in many areas the view of the bypass will be obscured by the existing
vegetation. One area where the view will be altered is at the new road and trail link connecting
Gore Street and Seventh Line. The extension of Seventh Line will widen the view at the
intersection of East Communication Road into the agricultural lands to the west.
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The alignment will likely be visible at a distance from several locations on Chemong Road
looking east, from Seventh Line at the intersection of East Communications Road looking west,
and from Charles Street looking south. These locations have been identified as heritage
attributes since they provide a view of active agricultural lands in the foreground and
middleground, and wooded areas with a defined edge as the background of the view. The
distant view will contain the road as part of the background of the view. The considerable
distance to the bypass mitigates the change in the historic views.
The extension of Seventh Line is proposed in 2 sections. The east section will connect Seventh
Line with the bypass. The west section will connect Gore Street with the bypass. These
sections have a minor impact on the heritage attribute of the historic layout pattern of the
streets. The original edge of the village in 1854 extended only to Gore Street. However, over
time the settlement grew incrementally as new street extensions have been added. The
completion of the link between Gore Street and Seventh Line will continue this pattern of
extending the street network. The addition of a multi-use trail that will connect to the existing
B.E.L. Rotary Bridgenorth trail to Peterborough will be of benefit to the community and will
continue the traditional linkages used for recreation between the Study Area and the larger
region beyond.
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MTCS Screening Checklist for Road Alignments
Property

Destruction,
removalor
relocation

Alteration

Shadows

Isolation

Directorindirect
obstruction
(views)

Change
in land
use

Soil disturbance

Lot 9 East: north half

No

No

No

No

No

Only for road
construction

Lot 10 East: south half

No

Construction of
road through
wooded area

No

No

No

Only for road
construction

Lot 10 West: south

No

No

No

No

Road
improvements are
within the existing
road allowance

Lot 11 East: north and
south half

No

Road
improvements
at the frontage
where the
bypass joins
Chemong Road
Bypass is
located on
eastern edge of
cultivated fields
along the
wooded area

Minor change in
view at
Chemong Road.
View not
obstructed
View of road is
only at
Chemong Road,
as alignment
curves heading
north, the
vegetation
obstructs the
view
No

No

No

No-the bypass
is located at the
far outside
extent of the
properties and
views from
Chemong Road
will have only
minor impact,
not obstruction

No

Only for road
construction

9.2 Mitigation strategies:
There are various mitigation strategies that may be employed to lessen impacts whether direct
or indirect, short or long term. The strategies include avoidance, relocation of an affected
heritage resource, salvaging of key components of the heritage resource, documentation prior
to demolition, and commemoration and interpretation of the heritage resources through a
variety of means. The strategies relevant to the bypass undertaking are avoidance, and
commemoration and interpretation.
The preferred mitigation strategy of avoidance is already embodied in the approved alignment.
The layout of the new bypass is located along the edge of the farm fields so that agricultural
activities will face minimal disturbance. No buildings or structures will be directly affected by
the alignment. As well, the bypass is located a considerable distance from the points where the
historic views are taken lessening the impact of a change in the view. The alignment of the
bypass will create a new circulation pattern for vehicles and trail users that adds to the existing
street and road pattern that was created incrementally as the community grew.
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The loss of vegetation as a result of construction may be mitigated by the restoration of the
vegetation. This restoration may consist of tree plantings along the new alignments, or the
rehabilitation of wetland areas disrupted by construction. With restoration of the vegetation,
the impact may be considered a short term condition that is acceptable.
Where the Seventh Line is extended into the Study Area to connect with the bypass and Gore
Street, a design using a rural cross section will be appropriate. This is to differentiate it from
the suburban streets that have been added in the late twentieth century.
The mitigation strategy of commemoration is very appropriate in this undertaking. The
addition of new a trail creates an opportunity to provide locations where interpretative signage
may be installed to explain the rich history, economy and geomorphology of the area to both
community members and visitors from outside the area.

10.0 Summary of Findings and Conservation Recommendations
The cultural heritage landscape of the Study Area is made up of a collection of built heritage
and landscape features that have together heritage value and a special visual character. The
individual heritage buildings are found on the farms located on Lots 9, 10, 11 and 12. The
building collection consists of farmhouses, barns and outbuildings that date from various
periods. They are aligned in a traditional layout accessed by a farm lane that connects to the
main road and provides a connection between the domestic activities, centred on the
farmhouse, and the production activities, centred in the barns, shed and silos that make up the
remainder of the farm core. The core area is typically accented with mature trees.
Surrounding this concentration of buildings and structures are cultivated fields, frequently
defined by remnant fencerows lined with trees and shrubs. As well, areas along the eastern
and southern section of the Study Area are covered with naturalized woods and wetland areas
that are part of the drainage system created by Snelgrove Creek.
The list of heritage attributes identified as part of the cultural heritage assessment includes the
landform, the open agricultural landscape, the collection of farm buildings in a vernacular
design layout, the views across the cultivated landscape to distant wooded and wetland areas,
and the alignment of the rural roads that continue a unique pattern first surveyed in 1818. The
approved bypass does not affect any of the key attributes. The bypass will not require removal
of any buildings or structures and will add to the circulation network of the existing roads and
the community trail. This addition continues a pattern of street extensions that has occurred
several times in the past as Bridgenorth grew.
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Mitigation strategies that are recommended for consideration in the detail design phase of the
project are intended to further minimize the indirect impact of the bypass. For example,
construction of the bypass through the wooded area will require removal of vegetation. In the
past there was an aggregate extraction operation in the area in the southeast corner of the site,
and much of the vegetation in this area has regrown since the aggregate operation stopped.
Once the road is constructed, planting of native shrubs and trees along the disturbed areas will
restart the reforestation of the area.
In the north east corner of the area, where Seventh Line is to be extended to Gore Street, there
is an opportunity to use a rural cross-section on the extension to retain the character of the
road. This cross-section will include adequate space for native trees and shrubs along the road,
and a defined trail link along the route that will connect with the Rotary Trail. The existing trail
has interpretive signage at its north entrance. There is an opportunity to add additional
interpretative signage along the extension, to enhance the trail-users’ experience. Topics that
would be appropriate to be interpreted are the indigenous history of the area and the use of
Chemong Road as a portage route to Chemong Lake, the early settlement history of the
farmland and Bridgenorth, the first recreational development of Chemong Park, and the longest
floating bridge that pre-dates the causeway.
The area of the County of Peterborough in general can be described as a cultural heritage
landscape since it shows the integration of human activities, over a long period within a rich
natural environment. Within this context, individual farm properties are also cultural heritage
landscapes since they are the physical evidence of agricultural practices continuing and evolving
over a long period of time. The area affected by the bypass does not contain any properties
identified as having heritage value by the community through designation or listed status.
There has been informal recognition in the form of local author, Dorothy Willcox in her history
“Bridgenorth the Centre of the Universe”. She traces the early settlement of the area and
describes several of the key early families who took up the lots within the Study Area. The
approved bypass respects the longstanding vernacular design of the agricultural landscape and
by its location, primarily around the perimeter of the active farmland, will encourage the
continuation of this cultural heritage landscape.
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Map P – Existing Conditions – Photo Locations

August 10, 2017 (BT Engineering)
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